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ABSTRACT: As modeling and simulation becomes a more important part of the day-to-day activities in industry 
and government, organizations are being faced with the vexing problem of how to integrate a growing suite of het-
erogeneous models both within their own organizations and between organizations. The Argonne National Labora-
tory, which is operated by the University of Chicago for the United States Department of Energy, has developed the 
Dynamic Information Architecture System (DIAS) to address such problems. DIAS is an object-oriented, subject 
domain independent framework that is used to integrate legacy or custom-built models and applications.  

In this paper we will give an overview of the features of DIAS and give examples of how it has been used to integrate 
models in a number of applications.  We shall also describe some of the key supporting DIAS tools that provide 
seamless interoperability between models and applications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Real-world dynamic landscapes are characterized by 
the interplay of diverse natural and anthropogenic proc-
esses interacting both within and across discipline 
boundaries, and at varying spatial and temporal scales.  
It is a major challenge to assemble a simulation system 
that can successfully capture the dynamics of such 
complex systems, and an even more serious challenge 
to be able to nimbly adapt such a simulation to shifting 
and expanding analysis requirements and contexts. Ar-
gonne National Laboratory (ANL) has developed the 
Dynamic Information Architecture System (DIAS) to 
help address these needs.  DIAS is a flexible, extensi-
ble, object-oriented framework for developing and 
maintaining complex simulations.  DIAS supports fully 
distributed simulations in which the dynamic behaviors 
of the software “domain objects,” representing the di-
verse entities that populate a simulation, are imple-
mented by an ensemble of simulation models (new 
models and/or existing “legacy” models) implemented 
in virtually any programming language.  DIAS is ex-
pressly designed to address complex, cross-domain 
modeling problems over a wide range of simulation 
fidelity and level of detail. 

DIAS has been under development at ANL since 1993 
for a series of governmental and private sector sponsors 

with very diverse needs.  DIAS is explicitly designed to 
be context-neutral; it supports simulations in essentially 
any domain. DIAS application areas to date include 
dynamic terrain- and weather-influenced military unit 
mobility assessment; integrated land management at 
military bases; a dynamic virtual oceanic environment; 
clinical, physiological and logistical aspects of health 
care delivery; avian social behavior and population dy-
namics; and studies of agricultural sustainability under 
environmental stress in ancient Mesopotamia. A United 
States patent has also been granted for DIAS.  

This paper lays out the salient characteristics of the 
DIAS software architecture and uses a few recent and 
ongoing DIAS applications to illustrate the use of vari-
ous DIAS features and capabilities. 

2. DIAS SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE OVER-
VIEW 

DIAS is an object-oriented software framework for 
building and running process-based discrete-event 
simulations.  DIAS has been implemented in the Small-
talk language, with sparing use of C and C++ to im-
prove mathematical and graphical performance.  To 
make DIAS accessible to the largest possible audience, 
a port of DIAS to Java has also been made.  DIAS is 
presently hosted on UNIX workstations and on PCs 
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running Windows NT.  DIAS supports fully distributed 
operation via the Common Object Request Broker Ar-
chitecture (CORBA).  DIAS can also be supported by 
object database management systems to provide persis-
tence to the DIAS simulation objects. 

The DIAS software infrastructure allows many 
disparate simulation models and other applications to 
work together harmoniously to address a complex 
problem- thereby helping to achieve the long-sought 
goal of interoperability.  The main components of any 
DIAS simulation are (1) the “domain objects”, software 
objects that represent the real-world entities that make 
up the problem space, and (2) simulation models and 
other applications that express the dynamic behaviors 
of the domain entities.  Existing “legacy” models in 
virtually any software language can be supported in 
complex DIAS simulations. 

The DIAS software architecture supports and enforces 
an important set of design traits that enable it to ac-
commodate widely varying simulation contexts.  These 
design traits include: 
• Mutability of DIAS domain object contents.  DIAS 

domain objects can tailor their attributes and be-
haviors to the context of a simulation. 

• Abstraction of domain object behaviors.  DIAS 
domain objects declare their behaviors abstractly.  
Linkage of these abstract behaviors to appropriate 
modeling functionality is a context-dependent, run-
time activity. 

• Encapsulation and formalization of model func-
tionality.  DIAS interface objects formally define 
and isolate models and other applications that im-
plement domain object behaviors, and map them to 
specific domain object behavior aspects.  Models 
are constrained by DIAS model interface objects to 
communicate directly only with domain objects, 
never directly with each other. 

The key DIAS software infrastructure elements under-
lying these general design traits are discussed briefly 
below.   

Much of DIAS’s flexibility and extensibility stems 
from the highly generic high-level representation of 
domain objects.  This is illustrated by the “DIASEn-
tity,” “DParameter,” and “SpatialDataSet” infrastruc-
ture object classes. 

3. DIASEntity OBJECT CLASS 
All DIAS domain objects are derived from the 
DIASEntity object class.  DIASEntity objects and their 
subclasses carry most of their attributes in a flexible 
dictionary of “DParameter” objects.  Each domain 
object class derived from the DIASEntity object class 

carries a dictionary of MetaParameter objects defining 
the superset of all possible attributes for that subclass.  
The working attribute set for a given specific 
DIASEntity subclass instance can be tailored to the 
precise context in which it will be used by activating 
DParameter objects (carrying the actual attribute data) 
selectively from the MetaParameter list only as needed. 

DIASEntity-based domain objects also carry a 
collection of “Aspect” objects that abstractly represent 
specific behaviors for the subclass. If a particular aspect 
of a domain object’s behavior is needed in a given 
simulation context, a “DIASProcess” object standing as 
proxy for a specific model implementation is linked at 
run time to that Aspect, to allow the domain object to 
exhibit the behavior. For example, a vehicle object can 
exhibit the abstract behavior of “movement” that can be 
algorithmically represented by different physics 
applications. 

A DIASEntity object can also carry geospatial 
information about itself by including a DIAS “Locus” 
object as a parameter in its parameter dictionary.  The 
Locus object class is highly generalized and flexible.  It 
carries the following attributes: 

• Locus Elements: a collection of geometric ob-
jects (points, polylines, simple or complex 
polygons, etc.). 

• Locus Basis: a reference to a DIAS Locus-
Basis object.  The LocusBasis class has sepa-
rate subclasses for polar geocentric, Cartesian 
projected from geocentric, and simple Carte-
sian (not georeferenced) coordinate systems.  
LocusBasis object attributes include (1) a 
“Projection” object that completely specifies a 
standard map projection and (2) an optional af-
fine transformation matrix that applies scaling, 
rotation, and/or translation operations to the 
projection’s coordinates.  LocusBasis objects 
incorporate methods that implement the most 
frequently encountered coordinate system 
transformations, with additional methods 
added as needed. 

4. DParameter OBJECT CLASS 
DIAS DParameter objects carry object attributes, along 
with metadata (valid range, units, default values, etc.) 
about the attributes.  The metadata are accessed from 
the DParameter via a reference to an appropriate DIAS 
MetaParameter object.  The MetaParameters include an 
annotation object that allows different versions of the 
same parameter to be carried simultaneously by a 
DIASEntity. DParameters are also capable of 
maintaining a time series of their attribute values. 



5. SpatialDataSet OBJECT CLASS 
The DIAS Locus functionality is very useful, but is still 
not sufficient for representing the attributes of 
dispersed, heterogeneous objects such as environmental 
objects (e.g. atmosphere, oceans, or land cover.)  DIAS 
SpatialDataSet (SDS) objects are essentially an 
extension of the DParameter object class that allows 
DParameters to express the degree of spatial variability 
needed for such complex domain objects.  SDSs are 
software objects carrying (1) a complete geometric 
specification for a 2-D or 3-D spatial partitioning 
scheme (grid, mesh, network, patchwork, etc.) that 
divides a region into 2-D or 3-D cells and (2) a 
collection of data elements (DParameters) for each cell. 

A data dictionary specified at the SDS level is used for 
every Cell in the SDS.  SDSs can extend DIASEntity 
object attribute specifications to include spatial 
dependencies and can aid in compression of spatial data 
by requiring only one specification of a spatial partition 
that may be used by several attributes. 

SDSs are of two fundamental types:  PointSets, in 
which data are associated with discrete points in 2-D or 
3-D space, and CellSets, in which data are associated 
with regions in 2-D or 3-D space.  CellSet attributes 
may be associated either with Cells (regions) or with 

Faces (boundaries between regions).  There are 
presently about 20 different DIAS subclasses of 2-D 
and 3-D SDSs, embodying different topologies such as 
grids, meshes, networks, unstructured collections, and 
patchworks. 

Figure 1 provides an illustration of the use of 
DParameters and SDSs in a simplified implementation 
of an “Atmosphere” object.  Here, the Atmosphere 
object carries 3-D wind vector components in one SDS, 
2-D precipitation and total cloud cover in a different 
SDS, and ionosphere “D” layer height as a scalar 
parameter that is assumed uniform across the area of 
interest.  It is important to note that spatial queries 
directed at the Atmosphere object do not need to have 
any knowledge of the specific spatial representation 
scheme that the Atmosphere is using for its attributes; 
the receiving objects automatically provide translation 
to the requestor’s locus basis. The internal 
representation can optionally be exposed if needed for a 
particular type of interpolation or other spatial query. 

A data dictionary specified at the SDS level is used for 
every Cell in the SDS.  SDSs can extend DIASEntity 
object attribute specifications to include spatial 
dependencies and can aid in compression of spatial data 
by requiring only one specification of a spatial partition 
that may be used by several attributes.  

 
Figure 1. Use of SpatialDataSet and Dparameter Attributes in a Simple Atmosphere Object. 



6. DIAS LINKAGE BETWEEN DOMAIN OB-
JECTS AND SIMULATION MODELS 

In DIAS, each domain object class carries a set of ab-
stract declarations of the various aspects of its dynamic 
behavior, rather than hard-coded model functionality.  
These behavior aspects (in the form of DIAS Aspect 
objects) are linked, at run time, to models qualified to 
address them, via proxy DIASProcess objects (see Fig-
ure 2).   DIASProcess objects carry formal definitions 
of the capabilities and limitations of specific, actual 
model implementations that are available to the simula-
tion framework.  DIASProcess specifications identify 
which object behaviors (as represented by abstract As-
pect objects) the application is qualified to implement.  
Each DIASProcess also carries a formal specification of 
the input and output data dictionaries of the application 
it represents; along with a link to the actual application 
code itself (wherever it resides in a distributed net-
work).  Each actual model or other application is ac-
cessed by its DIASProcess object via a “ModelControl-
ler” object, which acts as an “object wrapper” for the 
model, hiding model internals from the rest of the simu-
lation system.  ModelControllers are responsible for 
translating DIAS object state variables (which are, by 
DIAS definition, the “common language” of the simula-
tion) into model-specific input terms and for translating 
model-specific output back into the form of updates to 
DIAS object attributes.  This approach greatly facili-
tates plug-and-play of alternative model formulations 
that address the same domain object behaviors but in 
different ways. 

In a DIAS-based simulation, models may communicate 
only with domain objects, and never directly with each 
other.  This stricture greatly reduces the number and 
complexity of model linkages needed and further im-

proves reusability.  New models developed with DIAS 
in mind generally access the attributes of appropriate 
domain objects directly.  On the other hand, existing 
“legacy” models utilize ModelController object meth-
ods to translate idiosyncratic model-specific input and 
output data dictionaries in terms of the state attributes 
of the domain objects in a simulation.  In broad terms, a 
generic DIAS simulation framework will take the form 
shown in Figure 3. As the figure indicates, external 
models and other applications are linked, via run-time 
connections between their DIASProcess objects and 
DIASEntity Aspect objects, to the domain objects 
whose dynamic behaviors they are implementing for 
the current simulation context.  The “Context Manager” 
function basically supports assignment of domain ob-
ject Aspect-to-DIASProcess linkages that are appropri-
ate to a simulation context defined by the user via the 
graphical user interface. 

7. THE GEOVIEWER 
The GeoViewer is an object-based geographical infor-
mation system (GIS) toolkit developed at ANL.  It can 
function in a stand-alone mode or as a component of a 
larger framework.  In the context of DIAS, the Geo-
Viewer is used to provide access to the objects that 
make up the modeling domain for simulation construc-
tion, query, and results display.  In addition to its reper-
tory of standard spatial query, analysis, and display 
functionality, the GeoViewer has the ability to provide 
direct access to DIAS simulation domain objects via its 
geospatial displays.  The “lightweight” graphical ob-
jects used in GeoViewer displays are dynamically cou-
pled with their underlying domain objects, so that 
changes in the state of domain objects can be reflected 
in the geospatial displays. 

 
Figure2. Generic DIAS Example of Flexible, Abstract Linkages Between Domain Objects and Simulation Models 



 
Figure 3. Generic Layout for a DIAS-Based Simulation System 

8. THE FACET SIMULATION FRAMEWORK 
The most recent extension to the generic simulation 
support capabilities of DIAS comes from inclusion of 
societal process models generated by FACET 
(Christiansen 2000; Dolph et al. 2000), another object-
based framework developed at ANL.  FACET, the 
Framework for Addressing Cooperative Extended 
Transactions, is a facility for constructing agent-based 
object models of social behavior patterns.  Using 
FACET models to implement societal behaviors of in-
dividuals and organizations within larger DIAS-based 
simulations has made it possible to conveniently ad-
dress a broad range of issues involving interaction and 
feedback among natural and societal processes.  

FACET consists of a set of software objects that facili-
tate building and running models of complex, coopera-
tive behaviors of agents.   Here, the term “agent” is 
used to denote simulation domain entities capable of 
autonomous, cooperative, and adaptive behavior.  
These agents are typically represented in a simulation 
by “Person” or “Organization” objects.  FACET socie-
tal process models can be patterned on, for example, 
business practices, social mores and traditions, clinical 
practice guidelines and procedures, and governmental 
and corporate policies.  FACET can also be used to 
address complex behaviors not associated with human 
societal processes, such as zoological and botanical life 
cycles and manufacturing processes.  

9. DIAS APPLICATIONS 
9.1  Integrated Ocean Architecture 
The Integrated Ocean Architecture (IOA) project 
(Hummel et al. 2000) addresses a long-term need of the 
U.S. Department of Defense Ocean Executive Agent 

(OEA) for a virtual maritime environment within which 
diverse domain processes can interact, to support vari-
ous analysis and planning functions.  The initial OEA 
need, addressed by ANL in 1999, was for surf zone 
forecasts for amphibious landing areas.  The OEA iden-
tified a suite of models that together addressed the rele-
vant domain processes: 
• WAM: deep ocean wind-driven wave generation 

and propagation, 
• PCTIDES: tide and wind effects on mean water 

surface elevation, 
• STWAVE: nearshore wave propagation (for simple 

shorelines), 
• REF/DIF: nearshore wave propagation (for com-

plex shorelines), and 
• SURF: surf zone wave characteristics and long-

shore currents. 

ANL used DIAS and the GeoViewer GIS toolkit to 
assemble an object framework that, for the first time, 
allows these models to work together in the same simu-
lation.  The IOA application (see Figure 4) exercises the 
five oceanic models as behaviors of DIAS domain ob-
jects.  The Atmosphere object is populated with data via 
archived COAMPS and/or NOGAPS model mesoscale 
weather forecasts, accessed over the Internet from ei-
ther the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office’s 
Master Environmental Library, or from the Navy's Tac-
tical Environmental Data Server (TEDS). Figure 4 
shows that the “Shallow Water Seas State Dynamics” 
behavior of the Nearshore object can be addressed by 
either the STWAVE or the REF/DIF model.  The 
choice is context-dependent; REF/DIF should be se-
lected over STWAVE if the shoreline of interest is 
complex enough to create wave refraction and diffrac-



tion conditions too difficult for the STWAVE model to 
simulate adequately.   Recently a sixth model, SWAN, 
was added to the IOA framework.  SWAN represents a 
newer generation of potentially more capable and flexi-
ble nearshore ocean physics models, and was thus 
nominated by the Navy to be run in the IOA instead of 
STWAVE or REFDIF in some situations.  It is worthy 
of note that, because of the flexibility of the DIAS 
framework underlying the IOA, the inclusion of 
SWAN, and its participation in multi-model IOA simu-
lations, required no modifications of any kind to the 
IOA interfaces for the other five ocean physics models 

9.2 HealthSim Health Care Simulator 
ANL has used both the DIAS and FACET software 
architectures to assemble HealthSim, a flexible soft-
ware framework for addressing clinical and logistical 
aspects of health care delivery over a broad range of 
simulation levels of detail and fidelity.  HealthSim has 
been exercised in extensive applications for a large 
health care organization in California.  HealthSim uses 
scores of simulation models running in the same simu-
lation, with many thousands of agents, to address the 
interplay of diverse dynamic behaviors, such as: 

• Human physiological processes, including on-
set and progression of diseases, development 
of signs and symptoms, effects of interven-
tions, etc.  These are typically modeled by us-
ing mathematical (e.g., differential equation 
integrator) physiological models 

• Human cognitive behaviors, such as response 
to symptoms, making and keeping appoint-
ments, etc. 

• Clinical/logistical processes, such as clinical 
practice guidelines, office procedures, person-
nel policies.  

• Medical monitoring equipment response.  

In HealthSim, natural processes (human physiology) 
are inextricably interlinked with societal processes rep-
resenting the behavior patterns of patients, caregivers, 
and the organizational components of the health care 
delivery system.  In these simulations, domain objects 
include facilities, equipment and supplies, organiza-
tions, such as medical departments, and individual per-
sons in the occasionally overlapping roles of health care 
provider and patient.  Individual “Person” objects in-
clude embedded “Physiology” objects with nested 
physiological subsystem objects.  Models of normal 
physiological processes and pathophysiology are run as 
dynamic behaviors of these Physiology objects.  

Two brief examples illustrate the range of applicability 
of the HealthSim framework: 

• Access to Care.  Multiyear simulations were 
performed for the entire 300,000-member 
population of a large medical center with over 
400 doctors and other primary care providers.  
More than one million simulated health care 
service requests were processed through the 
system per simulated year.  Over 30 medical 
departments were represented at fairly coarse 
resolution.  Issues addressed by these simula-
tions included various aspects of the ability of 
the system to respond to shifting member ser-
vice area demographics and overall increases 
in membership. 
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Figure 4. Object Interactions for the Integrated Ocean Architecture. 



• Effectiveness of Cardiac Clinical Practice 
Guidelines.  Multidecade simulations were per-
formed for the same medical center, for roughly 
3,000 males at high risk for heart disease.  De-
tailed normal physiology and heart disease 
pathophysiology and risk factor models were run 
for each patient.   The dozen or so medical de-
partments relevant to cardiac care were modeled 
at fairly fine resolution.  This effort required im-
plementation of models for the clinical, clerical, 
and logistical detailed behavior patterns that 
come into play in providing care for heart dis-
ease patients.  The range of procedures em-
ployed by the medical center in providing emer-
gency and inpatient care for cardiac patients was 
represented by 33 separate FACET societal be-
havior pattern models.  These models covered 
behavior patterns such as Emergency Room 
(ER) check-in and triage, patient admission pro-
cedures, and inpatient EKG and echocardiogram 
tests. Figure 5 gives a schematic representation 
of the processes represented by FACET for an 
ER simulation. The fine-resolution heart disease 
simulations were used to estimate the effects of 
varying the rates of patient compliance with 
guidelines for administering cholesterol-
lowering and blood-pressure-lowering drugs on 
health outcomes for patients with high risk fac-
tors for heart disease.  

9.3 Sustainability of Ancient Mesopotamian Urban 
Centers 

ANL is collaborating with the University of Chicago’s 
Oriental Institute to build and exercise a dynamic object 
model of ancient Mesopotamian urban/agrarian life, by 
using the DIAS and FACET modeling frameworks.  
The objective is to gain a better understanding of the 
dynamics of ancient Mesopotamian urban centers – in 
particular their sustainability, growth, or decline in the 
face of environmental stress. 

The initial simulation prototype represents a nucleated 
community of some 5,000-10,000 people and its agri-
cultural hinterlands, in northern Mesopotamia, circa 
2,500 B.C.  The actual historical prototype is the ar-
chaeological site now known as Tell Al-Hawa, near 
Mosul in northern Iraq (Ball et al. 1989).  Simulations 
will address natural (weather, crop growth, hydrology, 
population dynamics, etc.) and societal (farming prac-
tices, kinship-driven behaviors, etc.) processes inter-
weaving on a daily basis across 200-year simulations.  
This work is a substantial extension and expansion of 
earlier sustainability modeling work at the Oriental In-
stitute (Wilkinson 1994).  Dynamic behaviors of soft-

ware objects representing households, fields, crops, 
herds, etc. are simulated by using (1) proven, existing 
natural systems models, such as the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture’s EPIC model for field crop dynamics and 
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Admini-
stration’s paleoclimate models, and (2) new FACET 
agent-based societal models based on archaeological 
and anthropological evidence.  GIS information drawn 
from fieldwork and satellite observations is being used 
to help assemble the ensemble of landscape and infra-
structure domain objects needed for the simulations. A 
key outcome of the simulation is expected to be a new 
level of insight into the ability of such a community to 
adapt in response to environmental stressors such as 
droughts and soil erosion. 

10. FUTURE DIAS DEVELOPMENT AND AP
PLICATION 

-

An ongoing research and development goal at ANL is 
to be able to more fully automate the DIAS “context 
management” function (e.g. Hummel and Christiansen 
2000), in which ad hoc connections are made between 
domain objects and simulation models and other appli-
cations to meet a user’s simulation goals and con-
straints.  We plan to have an expert system examine (1) 
the user’s formal specification of simulation context, 
(2) the attributes and abstract behaviors of the domain 
objects in the modeling frame of reference, and (3) the 
formal specifications of model capabilities carried in 
DIASProcess objects, to suggest model linkages that 
address the user’s concerns in various locally optimal 
ways.  Such a capability was successfully demonstrated 
several years ago at ANL, using the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration’s CLIPS expert system 
shell.  A key to this effort will be identification of 
analysis domains that are complex enough, with enough 
alternative approaches and tradeoff possibilities, to 
make an automated or semi-automated DIAS context 
manager worthwhile. 

Other DIAS applications are planned or underway in 
such domains as structural microbiology, cross-country 
logistics planning and management, and military mis-
sion planning and resource management for “Opera-
tions Other Than War,” such as disaster relief and 
peacekeeping efforts. 
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Figure 5.  FACET Health Care Course of Action Example of an Emergency Room Standard Check-In and Triage. 
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